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1. Introduction  

The Eastern African Sub-regional Support Initiative for the Advancement of Women (EASSI) 

and Deutsche Stiftung Weltbevoelkerung (DSW) were awarded a grant by the Netherlands 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs under FLOW (Funding Leadership and Opportunities for Women) 

to implement a 4 year project named, “Women and Girls Empowerment” (WOGE). The 

project was purposefully designed to draw from and complement the ongoing work of EASSI 

and DSW. It targeted rural women and girls in selected districts in four countries (Uganda, 

Kenya, Tanzania, and Ethiopia). The goal of the WOGE Project was to contribute to poverty 

reduction by strengthening women’s and girls’ voices for economic self-reliance in the East 

African region particularly in Uganda, Kenya, Tanzania and Ethiopia.  The project had these 

four outcomes: (i) Women and girls develop the knowledge and skills to ably influence 

decisions on their economic self-reliance; (ii) Women and girl’s groups have a voice through 

effective collective action at local level to improve economic self-reliance; (iii) Women and 

girls utilise available information to improve their economic self-reliance; and (iv) women and 

girls benefit from improved regulatory frameworks and business services for economic self-

reliance. 

 

1.1 This publication 

This publication presents the impact of the project and lessons learnt. Overall, the impact 

looks at the benefits the project had for its beneficiaries (women and girls) and the 

communities. Further documentation of stories of change from the beneficiaries is done 

showing how the project changed lives.  An elaboration of lessons learnt from the design 

and implementation of the project is done to draw areas for future learning and 

improvement.  

 

2.  Impact of the WOGE project 

The impact assessment looks at the changes in the capacities of women and how they were 

empowered to changes their lives. It further looks at how their lives were changed.  The 

process of determining impact involved a survey of women and girls beneficiaries of the 

WOGE project.  They were asked to demonstrate the changes that had occurred to their lives 

after joining and enjoying the benefits of the project.  

 

2.1 Capacity of Women improved  

The WOGE project has had significant effects on the lives of women and girls. A total of 

6,128 women and girls’ skills and knowledge improved and this has enabled them to make 

many life choices and decisions that have improved the economic self –reliance. About 93 

percent of the women and girls reported to have made better choices and decisions after 

joining WOGE. Women and girls received various trainings in life and business skills that 

empowered them to make better decisions and choices. The picture below shows a group of 

women and girls receiving certificates after being trained product development, branding 

and packaging at the Uganda Industrial research institute in 2013.  
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Picture 1 Women and girls show off their certificates after completing a learning tout to UIRI in April 2014 

 

2.2 Women voices effective through groups 

Women and girls have been organised into groups to increase their voices through effective 

collective action. Women groups have advocated for their rights, secured land and support 

from the District Local Government (DLG), while others have secured markets for their 

products.  The groups have formed business enterprises and saving schemes that have 

helped to transform the lives of women and girls. Additionally, the groups are collectively 

advocating for women’s rights at the local level to ensure that women’s economic rights are 

not denied.  The picture below shows one of the women groups in Rakai district which has 

established a demonstration farm with the assistance of the Kakuuto Sub county office.  

 

 
 Picture 2: members of the Twavayo Kakuuto Women’s group pose for a picture during the evaluation 

 

2.3 Utilisation of available information to improve economic self-reliance 

Women and girls have utilized information made available by WOGE to improve their 

economic self-reliance. Some of the Information utilised was about: - business development, 

access to financing, value addition, marketing, leadership, decision making and problem 
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After joining WOGE group, my monthly income 

increased from UGX 50,000 to 120,000ugx, which 

has enabled me to support my children’s 

education, feeding and health care services, as well 

as supporting my husband with taking care of our 

home. 

 

Ekesa Robinah- Busia Uganda 

solving. About 90 percent of the women and girls have started new enterprises since they 

joined the WOGE project, and this has created employment for many women and girls, as 

well as leading to improved livelihoods. 

 

Women and girls benefited from improved regulatory frameworks and business services for 

economic self-reliance. Through advocacy and lobbying, the policy frameworks in the LGs 

and at national levels have been improved to the benefit of women. Women are benefiting 

from local development projects like the Community Driven Development (CDD) in Uganda, 

the Women enterprise fund in Kenya, and the Micro and small scale enterprise development 

support in Ethiopia. The simplification of the EAC customs union protocol has further 

enhanced women’s ability to engage in cross border trade.  

Several sub counties developed bye-laws on GBV and child labour, as a result of the Men 

engage component of the WOGE project; this has led to reduced GBV cases and child labour 

which is an enabling factor for women to be successful in business.  

 

2.4 Improved incomes 

The incomes of the women and girls improved through WOGE. After joining the project, 

women were empowered to do business and to improve their economic earnings. 

An increase was reported in all the four countries of up to 60 percent in monthly incomes. 

The women and girls were asked to state their monthly incomes before and after joining 

WOGE, and the results are shown in the figure below.  

 
Figure 1: Before and after joining WOGE average incomes per country 

 

 
 

The figure above shows that on average, the women and girls had an income of $36.4 before 

joining WOGE which changed to $58.2 

after joining and engaging in WOGE 

activities. Overall, it is a 60 percent 

average increase in monthly income. In 

terms of country impact, Tanzania had 

the highest increase ($31.7), followed by 

Uganda ($29.8), Kenya ($18.9) and 

Ethiopia ($7).  
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2.5 Adequate food for the family 

Women and girls were asked to tell the situation of food adequacy before and after joining 

the WOGE project. Results show that WOGE, through the improvement of incomes and 

capacity on food security, improved the access to quality food for women, girls and their 

families as shown in the figure below. 

 
Figure 2: Access to adequate food 

  
 

Before joining the WOGE project, women and girls had difficulty in accessing adequate food1 

whereby, the households lacked sufficient, safe and nutritious food that met dietary needs 

and food preferences for members. From the figure above, only 16 percent of the 

respondents had either good or very good access to adequate food before joining the 

project. This shows that majority of the respondents (84 percent) had poor access to 

adequate food. From the discussions with women, some families would have one meal a day.  

However after joining the project, about 76 percent have either good or very good access to 

food, which is a 60 percent improvement. It can therefore be specified that 60 percent of the 

respondents have improved access to adequate food. The capacity and knowledge of 

women and girls on food security was increased through the project, as reported by 94 

percent- this led to initiation of small home gardens of vegetables to increase food security, 

as seen from the picture below. 

 

                                                 
1 Adequate food was defined as a situation that exists when all people in the household, at all times, have 

sufficient, safe and nutritious food that meets their dietary needs and food preferences for an active and healthy 

life”. 
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 Picture 3:  A beneficiaries in Kabale shows off her vegetable garden near her home  

 

2.6 Access to education services 

With increased incomes, women and girls were better equipped to pay school fees for their 

children and family members. Additionally, the women and girls have better capacity to 

lobby for better educational services for the children and household members.  The figure 

below shows a significant improvement in access to education for families of the women and 

girls under WOGE.  

 
Figure 3: Access and utilisation to education 

 
 

From the evaluation, 17 percent of the respondents had good access and utilisation to 

education services for their families before joining WOGE, while after joining the WOGE 

project, with improved incomes, 73 percent reported to have good access and utilisation of 

education within their families. Besides having income to facilitate education, women have 

been sensitised that education is important for their children, including the girl child. Cases 

of child labour were tackled in Rakai, during the men engage project, to ensure that children 

were sent to school and not engaged in child labour.  Women with more knowledge on their 

rights have been able to secure school fees for their children. 
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Before

After

26.2%

79.4%

Access and utilisation

2.7 Access to safe drinking water 

Women and girls have improved access to safe drinking water, under the WOGE project.  

Increasing access to safe drinking water was one of the indicators of the project and party 

this was achieved through building capacity of women on water harvesting. Women and 

girls’ were taught how to construct water harvesting infrastructure as seen in the picture 

below.  Additionally, with improved incomes, women were able to pay and access safe water 

especially in the peri-urban areas.  

 
Picture 4: Women and girls construct a water harvesting tank in Monduli under the guidance of WOGE 

 

Women and girls were asked to rate their ability to access safe drinking water before and 

after joining WOGE. Results, as indicated in the figure below show that there was a general 

improvement in access by 53.2% of the respondents.  

 
Figure 4: Percentage of women with access to safe water 

About 26 percent reported to have 

had either good access to safe 

drinking water before joining the 

project. After joining the project, 

79.4 percent of women and girls 

reported to have improved access 

to safe drinking water. About 44 

percent more women and girls 

accessed clean water as a result of 

the WOGE project in the DSW 

areas, while 71.2 percent more women and girls accessed clean water after joining the WOGE 

project in the EASSI project areas. From being empowered economically to ensuring 

affordability of water, to being trained in construction of water harvesting facilities, women 

have been enabled to have better access to safe drinking water. In Monduli, MVIWATA (a 
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farmers’ association) was contracted by WOGE to train women groups on water collection 

and food storage skills. In other countries, sensitisation on water harvesting was facilitated by 

the district departments in charge of agriculture, environment and water.  

 

2.8 Access and utilization of health services 

Women and girls have improved their access to and utilization of health services. About 77 

percent of the respondents rated their access and utilization of health services as good unde 

the WOGE project, compared to only 22 percent before they joined the WOGE project. About 

37 percent said their health service access and utilization was poor before they joined the 

project, compared to only 3 percent after joining the project. Women and girls have 

improved their incomes that improved ability to pay for good health services, or afford 

transportation to health centres. In one particular case in Debrezeit, a woman living with 

HIV/AIDS narrated how she almost lost her life before joining WOGE. She asserted that her 

life was revived under WOGE; since she could afford a proper diet and paying for necessary 

medication. 

 

2.9 Access and utilization of Land for agriculture 

Women and girls have improved access to land for agriculture. From the various interviews, 

women have purchased their own land, and those that had no access to family land have 

gained it through negotiations and application of the advocacy skills acquired. Many women 

and girls, with improved incomes have been able to purchase land that they fully own and 

use for productive purposes. Women were asked to rate their access and utilisation of land, 

and the results show that about 64% rate their access and utilisation as being good after 

joining WOGE, compared to only 14% who made the same rating for the period before 

joining WOGE.  

 
Figure 5: Access and utilization of Land 

 
 

2.10 Access to property rights 

Access to property rights involves having a right of ownership on land, a house and other 

household properties owned by the husband or the household head, and being able to own 

personal property through empowerment. About 72 percent of the women and girls 

reported to have gained access to property rights. Only ten percent of the respondents rated 

their access to property rights as being good before they joined WOGE. After joining WOGE, 

65 percent of the respondent rated their access to property rights as being good which 

shows significant improvement in property rights access under WOGE project. 
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2.11 Initiation of Income generating Activities 

Before joining the WOGE project, only eight percent of the women and girls rated their 

ability to initiate IGAs as being good. However, after joining WOGE, and after being trained 

and mentored in business, 74 percent of the women and girls rated their ability to initiate 

IGAs as good or very good. This is underpinned by improved access to business and trading 

information. Therefore women and girls were empowered to undertake business and 

improve their livelihoods in the foreseeable future. The pictures below show some of the 

women and girls’ business initiatives! 

 
Pictures showing various women enterprises 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 5: A woman shows off clothing material made in 

Rakai 

Picture 6: A woman shows off bags made in Kabale 

Picture 7: A girl shows off bags made from Rakai Picture 8: A woman shows off clothes made in 

Monduli 
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WOGE trainings have been very instrumental 

in changing the work culture of women; they 

now work hard and are determined to 

succeed. They seem to have acquired the 

success secrets. I also realize they are more 

equipped to tackle life challenges. 

Annete Waful, DCDO Busia 

 

2.12 Improved women voices in homes 

One remarkable impact that was echoed by about 6 in every 10 women, whose livelihoods 

had changed, was that after increasing their incomes, their voices in homes were heard more 

than before. It was reported that peace with their husbands was restored; they recounted 

that husbands were more willing to listen to their views and work with them. The conclusion 

then was that, a woman who was financially empowered had more say in family affairs, 

because their husbands appreciate better their role in running the family. It was reported 

that with increased incomes, the women were able to have good discussions with their 

husbands about the future of the home, and various family plans. “We have a better 

relationship now because I don’t pester my husband for money. I make decisions and he agrees 

because I can contribute to the family’ well-being Lusinde Irene from Jinja.   

 

2.13 New Life lessons learnt and applied 

Women have been empowered with 

various life changing lessons. The 

discussions with the women and girls 

revealed that they had become better 

leaders and motivators, better 

communicators within their circles of 

influence with ability to organize 

themselves and advocate for issues of 

interest. Others were better at decision 

making and problem solving, and others had learnt better health lifestyles.  

 

The figure below shows some of the life skills women are applying in their day today work.  

 
Figure 6: Life skills currently being applied 

 
 

From the figure above, it is clear that over 70 percent of women and girls are applying the 

decision making/problem solving skills. Decision making is important in business, family and 

other life experiences. One in every two women was applying the skills of keeping proper 

hygiene. Women had better health lifestyles as a result of the WOGE activities. While this is 

more of an indirect impact, there is no doubt that working in groups enabled women to 
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All my children are in school now, I have enough food 

and I am farming on a large scale. I attribute all this 

change in life to WOGE; they remembered us when no 

one cared!  Jane Byaka from Busia 

access a lot of information and educational materials that have shaped their health 

behaviours. Various discussion with women revealed such indirect impact had been realized 

as quoted by one of the women. “I never used to value having a pit latrine, for as long as there 

were bushes, I would just rent a house. However, we have learnt that having pit latrines, washing 

hands and being responsible citizens benefit us. These days, I make sure there is a pit latrine whenever 

I want to rent a house.” Issabirye of Twegaite women’s group in Jinja 

 

2.14 Attribution of impact to WOGE 

An assessment of whether the positive impacts noted in the lives of women were attributable 

to WOGE project was done. In each of the main livelihood indicators (access to: adequate 

food, quality education, safe water, property rights, agricultural land and initiation of IGAs), 

effort was made to determine whether other factors were influential. Women and girls were 

asked to rate the contribution made by WOGE, Government, NGOs/CSOs and others.  

 

The results show that overall, majority of 

the WOGE group members had their 

livelihoods shaped in the previous three 

years mainly by WOGE (70%), 

government (20%), NGO (6%), and 

others (4%). Further breakdown shows 

WOGE had more influence on some indicators and less on others, i.e more influence was 

reported on access to adequate food (79%); Initiation of profitable IGAs (89%), and access to 

property rights (76.4). Less influence was reported in access to quality education (54.6), 

access to safe drinking water (48.4%). 

 
Figure 7: Contribution of WOGE to improved livelihoods  

 
 

The livelihood indicators where other partners like Government were mentioned as having 

played an equally significant role included education, safe water and health services. This was 

expected since government plays a key role in delivering such services to its population. 

Besides government, there were other NGOs/CBOs that worked with the women groups that 

had an influence on their lives, i.e World Vision Tanzania which supported five women 

groups with agricultural inputs in Monduli; the Women district development fund which 

supported eight women groups with soft loans in the same areas; the International Fertilizer 

Development Center that sensitised women on proper farming methods in Kabale; CEDU 

Education services sensitized women about proper farming practices in Rakai district.  

Besides this, other government initiatives like the Plan for Modernisation of Agriculture in 
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Uganda, the Regional Pastoral Livelihood Resilience Project in Kenya and the Micro and 

Small Enterprise Development Strategy in Ethiopia had impact on the lives of women, 

however in their view WOGE was more visible and memorable having come from non-

government actors as the initiators.  

 

It is therefore important to note that besides WOGE intervention, there were other initiatives 

by government and development partners that contributed to the changed livelihoods. The 

integrated multi-sectoral cooperation by WOGE and other players contributed to 

improvement in livelihoods, through collective efforts and therefore WOGE’s contribution 

cannot be over overestimated.  
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Picture 9: Agnes displays her wine products 

[filed Photo] 

 

3. Stories of change of the Women and Girls Empowerment project 

 

Stories of change represent the impact made by the project in the lives of different women, 

girls and men. The stories are presented as told by the different beneficiaries whose lives 

have been transformed by WOGE project. The stories are taken from the different project 

sites, and were selected purposely to portray the impact of WOGE. Majority of the stories 

were recorded during the end term evaluation, while others have been obtained from 

secondary sources of WOGE as documented during the implementation.  

 

3.1 Stories of change from Uganda 

 

Agnes Namusiitwa (Rakai), from Poverty to the brink of setting up a wine Factory 

I am Agnes Namusiitwa of Bigada village, Kakuuto 

Sub County in Rakai district, a member of the 

Bakyala twavayo group. I started my wine business 

back in 1998 where i used to package it in mineral 

water bottles, with a masking tape stuck on the 

bottle scribbled with words “pineapple wine”. My 

packaging was so poor then that one client 

described my product as “traditional medicine.” The 

quality of the wine was poor too; it would not last 

long before it lost its taste. In 2013, I was 

introduced to the WOGE project through our 

women group and learnt about quality packaging and branding. I also learnt how to market, 

and improve sales. I attended several trade shows organised and sponsored by WOGE, from 

which I interacted with many wine products and got transformational ideas. For example, in 

2015 EASSI sponsored me to attend a conference on small and medium enterprises in 

Nairobi, from where I made many contacts and obtained good ideas. Today, I have well 

packaged and branded “MAK wine” products as seen in picture1 above. I sell a bottle at 

9,000UGX and this has greatly increased my income. I have been able to build a house and 

bought a car. I have purchased several acres of land where I will plant more fruits to support 

my wine business. I have established a number of potential clients in the region; I plan to 

expand my business and build a factory in the near future, to serve my new clients in 

Cameron, Tanzania and Kenya. I thank WOGE for opening my eyes. 

 

Ajambo Kate, from a hopeless life to one of self-sustenance and happiness 

My name is Kate Ajambo from Siduhumi village in Masinya sub-

county in Busia. I lost my husband in 2001, leaving me with five 

children. My in-laws grabbed my husband’s property and eventually 

chased me away from our marital home. I moved to Busia town and 

rented a small house where i lived a miserable life with my children for 

10 years. I used to sell cooked food to earn a living with my children; 

the money earned was only enough for food and not enough for 

other needs. My children were in and out of school, we had limited 

access to health care and clothing. Life was really tough.  

Picture 10: Kate shows 

off one of the sweaters 

she makes 
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Picture 12: Mariam attends to the Chicken in her 

farm 

 

In 2012, one of my friends in Busia (Ekesa Robinah) linked me to Mambo Yetu group 

supported by WOGE where I learned skills that have transformed my life. I learnt how to knit 

sweaters and how to make liquid soap. However, it is the sweaters business that has helped 

me make so much money. Today, I have my own machine that makes sweaters and I supply 

sweaters to 12 schools in eastern Uganda. I have been able to educate my children and two 

of them completed university education after a long time. I have purchased two acres of land 

and constructed a house. I have ordered for more machines to create employment for more 

people, to meet the increased demand. My life has totally changed, I thank WOGE for this! 

 

Norah Mbabazi- from grass to riches 

I am Mbabazi Norah from Muhanga town council, 

Rukiga County, Kabale district. I am a member of 

Kabale Cross Border Traders Women’ Group located 

on Mutambuka road, Kabale District.  Before joining 

WOGE, I had a small saloon in the trading centre as 

my main business. I also had limited skills in making 

bags, with no labels and no real quality. I used to 

make them and sale them to friends.  

I joined WOGE in early 2013, and we were trained in 

various areas such as Business planning, branding, 

marketing, business development.  Towards the end 

of 2013, my life was changed when WOGE took us to attend and participate in a trade show 

at Wankuluku in Kampala.  The trade show exposed me to better brands of bags and I 

acquired the skills needed to improve my own bags. When I returned to kabale, I embarked 

on making quality bags which are very marketable. As a result of their marketability, I have 

opened up an outlet where buyers find the bags in Kabale town; I have further procured an 

electric tailoring machine. I make several types of bags including; toiletry bags, African 

design bags, laptop bags, pad bags, basket bags. I earn about UGX 500,000 from selling bags 

per month. I also package fried groundnuts, Pumpkin seeds and maize which I supply to 

different supermarkets and groceries around Kabale town. I have improved my income ten 

times and I look forward to constructing a commercial building in Kabale town. I thank EASSI 

and WOGE for the support. 

 

 

From a smuggler to a budding poultry farmer- Mariam Babu 

My name is Mariam Babu of the Busia cross 

border women’s group. I was a smuggler for 

eight years but without financial progress. I 

would make progress in one day and loose 

everything the next day after being arrested 

for the illegal practice of smuggling. I was 

frustrated, my life was quite a mess, I started 

using alcohol and drugs to find peace, but 

never did I ever get peace or progressive in 

whatever I was doing. I lived with guilt and 

Picture 11: Norah holding some of her bags 
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shame knowing that my kind of business was illegal, and my life was always at stake.  I was 

introduced to WOGE by a friend in May 2013 when I joined the group. I and my group 

members received training in leadership, entrepreneurship, agro, farming, poultry and 

others. After the training I felt empowered to do good business and this pushed me to start 

out with a poultry project.  

 

In August 2013, I started a poultry business with 100 birds of a high quality breed called 

“Craylors”; three months later I sold off the birds and ordered for 300 more chicks which I 

later sold after six months getting revenue of   three million Uganda shillings.  In May 2014, I 

bought 500 chicks and this investment changed my life as I made record profits that I later 

re-invested in other businesses. I have never looked back and today I have over 2,000 birds. I 

have grown in business and completely abandoned smuggling. I have been able to pay for 

my daughter’s school fees and she is now at Kyambogo University. I have diversified into 

agro farming and I plant beans and maize. I plan to do processing of maize into floor, and to 

process my own poultry feeds. I am forever grateful to WOGE for the change they have 

brought to my life.  

 

From a helper, to a promising young entrepreneur- Maria Namukaga 

 

My name is Namukaga Maria from Kyotera town; I am a 

member of Mukama yagaba group. Before joining WOGE, 

I used to stay with my sister and the situation was not 

good. We had no food, no money to pay rent and basic 

necessities. We failed to stay in the town and I went back 

to the village for three years until 2013, when my sister 

joined the WOGE group in Kyotera. I came to help her 

with movement and engagement in group activities since 

she is disabled. It is from there, that I became an unlikely 

student of how to make bags. I learnt how to make bags 

from one of the trainings that was sponsored by EASSI. I 

started making bags and selling them to friends, each 

would go for around UGX70, 000 (21$). In 2014, EASSI 

took us for a trade show called POWESA, where I went 

with my sister as a helper; I managed to use the opportunity to visit many stalls that had very 

nice bags and out of interest, I learnt a lot of fashions and designs, and got contacts for 

sources of raw materials. I used this opportunity to the maximum. When we went back to 

Kyotera, I made more beautiful bags that attracted immediate market. I started making 20 

bags per month earning about UG shillings 1, 400,000 million ($412) per month. In addition 

to this, I stared teaching other women how to make bags and I would earn over UGX 1 

Million ($294) for each training I conducted.  I have increased my income from a very unlikely 

source, because I was never the intended beneficiary. I have bought a plot of land in Rakai 

town council measuring to 0.5 acres. I have opened up a shop in Entebbe where I sell my 

bags with my other sister.  I have planted two acres of Irish potatoes on rented land and I 

now look forward to expanding my business of making bags. I have moved from nothing to 

something.  

 

Picture 13: Maria holding some of 

her bags 
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From local trader to a cross border trader- Akankwasa Miria 

My name is Akankwasa Miria, a member of Katuna Women Cross 

Border Traders Association. Before the WOGE project started in 

Katuna (Uganda/Rwanda border), I was a small scale trader only 

trading in goods within Kabale district (Uganda). But EASSI 

through WOGE project helped us gain recognition even beyond 

the district.  We are proud that we were among the 128 women’s 

groups selected at National level to exhibit during the National 

celebration of International Women’s day in Kabale where the 

guest of honour was the president of Uganda His Excellence 

Yoweri Kaguta Museveni. 

 

At a personal level, EASSI linked me to Women Cross border 

traders at other border points like Mutukula (Uganda/Tanzania and Busia (Kenya/Uganda). I 

have been able to network and trade with Mariam Babu (Uganda) in Afia juice which is a 

favorite in Rwanda. She sends me 30 cartons by bus which are sold within two days and I 

make a net profit of UGX 60,000 ($17.6) (after paying her off through mobile money. This 

partnership has not only brought in extra income but also diversified my business. I am in 

the process of increasing the volume of trade in Afia juice but also explore other tradable 

goods at both border points. My income has increased tremendously thus changing my life 

for the better.  

 

WOGE got me from the Street and empowered me- Rose Mary 

My name is Rose Mary Amoit a mother of three children. 

Before I joined WOGE I had nothing that I could do, I was a 

prostitute,  I would park on the road and wait for any man 

who could give me some money for my family to survive, I 

lived a miserable life, I found it difficult to sustain my family 

as a single parent. When WOGE project came, I joined and I 

was elected as the group chairperson of Ujamii Wamama 

Pamoja in Busia.  

 

When I went to Kampala for TOT’s training, I met many 

women, who shared a lot about their lives, indeed since then, 

my life changed; we were trained how to make bar soap as a group, we could meet as a 

group and this made all the group members occupied. I had no time for “parking” on the 

road waiting for men as before. I got leadership, entrepreneurship and life skills. I started 

peer to peer training as TOT; I was more empowered because I could talk to people. I took 

soap to equity bank for sell, and I was welcomed by the manager as I introduced myself and 

right away I started marketing my product. The manager requested if I could train his groups 

in the community and I accepted.  He hired me to train and indeed I trained many on 

entrepreneurship skills and leadership, they paid me money after training which I used to 

Picture 14: Miria showing 

her stock of Afia juice 

Picture 15: Mary Amoit 
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pay school fees for my son at the university. I also make door and table mats that I sell and 

earn a living as a single mother; it has also contributed a lot towards school fees for my 

children. My life has totally changed and I thank EASSI and WOGE. 

 

 

My husband quit alcohol and smoking – Christine Nakamya 

I am Christine Nakamya from Bigada Kakuuto Sub 

county, Rakai district. I have nine children and a 

husband of 30 years in marriage. I joined WOGE in 

2014, quite late because I was always afraid of being 

where many people are; as I have always been very 

shy and very unprogressive at the same time. There 

were many times that women tried to get me into 

the group but I always refused, until I decided to 

join in 2014, and I have never understood why I 

took so long to join. Before I joined, I had personal 

problems as a woman; I was quarrelsome and 

always picked up fights with my husband; my 

husband was an alcoholic and a chain smoker, and 

never wanted to work. We lived a very miserable 

life, with the nine children and the burden of 

feeding, and educating them was so heavy. Most of 

the children dropped out in primary school level. I never took them for immunisation out of 

ignorance; neither would I afford simple basic medical services. It was all wrong with me and 

my sorry children.  

 

When I joined WOGE, we were taught how to save, acquired loans and used the money for 

business. More to this, we received skills in making jewellery products which I acquired very 

fast. We were empowered about our rights and educated on how to deal with life challenges. 

Today my life is changed. I have a family (the group members) with which I can share my 

problems and success. I have better income and my husband changed because of my 

progressive nature. Through the jewellery products I have acquired money to pay fees for my 

children, bought a tailoring machine and I have started trading in coffee.  I am now 

progressive, happy and empowered. My husband, out of respect for what I do for the family 

accepted to stop drinking alcohol and smoking, this is a miracle to me.  I thank WOGE. 

 

Widows empowered to improve livelihoods of their families 

My name is Namata Molly from Mutukula and Kabaseke Women’s 

Association of widows, we deal in Poultry.  I am so grateful to 

WOGE because they picked me up from a very difficult life. Many 

organizations had trained us before but would just leave us with 

the skills without a clear plan for evolving the skills into income. 

EASSI found us struggling with business; at that time we were 

dealing in local chicken just for home consumption.   

 

Picture 16: Christine making jewellery 

Picture 17: Molly Namata 
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After training us in poultry farming, EASSI gave each member of our association 10 chicks as 

startup capital.  We got a big chicken house and now our business has grown from 100 to 

1,000 birds. At the start we used to get UGX 100,000 ($29.4) every six months but now we 

earn UGX 800,000 ($235) every six months. We put this money in a table bank and let 

women borrow it at a very small interest rate. 

 

Our members are now economically self-reliant and able to take their children to school, 

settle hospital bills and take care of other family needs since majority of us are widows. The 

women now have a voice and can confidently speak up unlike before when they were 

ignorant and shy.  

 

Rose can now afford paying school fees for her children 

I am called Nantongo Rose from Kyotera Umbrella Circle; we 

specialize in growing Mushrooms, hiring out tables and savings. 

Before WOGE took me in, I was a housewife with no source of 

income and was ignorant about business.  EASSI encouraged us to 

join groups and trained us in income generating activities.  

Once we had acquired the skills, they gave us startup capital. Now 

I make UGX 70,000 ($21) profit from growing mushrooms 

monthly.  I also train other groups for a fee. I earn UGX 200,000 

($59) per training and I have so far trained 5 groups comprising of 

80 women. Never mind that I have only one business of 

mushrooms, the money I earn is enough to sustain me and my 

family. From the earnings I get from mushroom growing and 

trainings, I have been able to send my four grandchildren to 

school and take care of other family needs as well.  

 

 

3.2 Stories of change from Tanzania  

 

Orida Elias grows her textile business and improves her livelihood  

 

My name is Orida Elias. I am a wife and 

mother of two from Mto wa mbu trading 

cente in Monduli. I was an ordinary tailor 

operating from a verandah back in 2011. My 

life was that of an ordinary rural housewife, 

trying to earn some money for my hair.  In 

2013, I joined the Mwangaza Women group 

in Mto wa mbu. The group was supported 

with a capital injection of TSH 500,000 

($228) by WOGE, from which I borrowed TSH 

300,000 ($137) to expand my business. In addition to getting a loan, I received vital business 

and life skills from the WOGE project, which helped me to expand my business. In the same 

year 2013, I purchased textiles from Arusha and made dresses, skirts, and other items for 

ladies. In the festive season of 2013, I made TSH 500,000 ($228) profits. From this I was able 

 Picture 19: Orida Elias in her shop in Mto wa mbu 

Picture 18: Rose Nantogo 
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to rent a whole room (as seen in the picture 8 above), where I sell the textiles and other 

products. I now make a daily average profit of TSH 45,000 ($21) an increase from the TSH 

4,000.  In addition, I have trained over 100 women and girls in tailoring and each pays TSH 

20,000 per month. My life is totally different, my children go to good schools, my husband 

loves me a lot and I have helped many women with skills, some of them have bigger shops 

than mine. I have already started plans to open up a huge whole sale shop in Arusha town.  

 

Habiba Ramathan finds hope under the WOGE group business 

“My name is Habiba Ramathan, a resident of 

Majengo village in Monduli district, Tanzania. I 

am married with 3 children (2 girls and 1 boy).  

In the year 2008, I joined the Kinadada na 

maendeleo Group. Prior to WOGE project, the 

group was involved in a revolving fund, which 

had 8 members each contributing Tsh3000 

totaling to Tsh24, 000 ($11) as startup capital.  

 

The group joined WOGE in year 2012 after 

registering the group and opening up an account in the NBM Bank. WOGE gave us capital of 

Tsh500, 000 ($228). The WOGE project helped us to formalize our group, and operate in an 

organized manner using the business management and leadership skills acquired during the 

trainings. The group has a bank account with 4 authorised signatories (i.e. Chairperson, Vice 

chairperson, Secretary and a member). From the TSH 500,000 the group withdrew TSH 400, 

000 and used it to buy plastic chairs and decorations) which are hired out at events/functions 

for example, burials, marriage/weddings, community sensitizations, etc.  

 

The business has grown in that we started with 10 chairs each bought at Tsh12, 000. In the 

year 2014, the number of chairs had increased to 60 chairs and currently in years 2015, the 

group has 150 chairs.  Each chair is hired out at Tsh300 ($0.2) per day. The money from the 

chairs is banked and used to finance group activities. I have benefited from the group in 

many ways. I opened up a restaurant with TSH 1M, and this has increased my monthly 

income. I also opened up a retail shop which makes Tsh 50, 0000 ($ 23) per day, my life is 

totally transformed and I look forward to being more successful.  

 

 

Widow grows her Banana business and improves livelihood  

My name is Delfina Mathayo Mugala, a 

resident of Mto wa mbu village in Monduli 

district, Tanzania. I am 71 years old and a 

widow looking after seven members of my 

household. Prior to joining WOGE group, I 

used to earn TSH 30,000 per month which 

was not enough to support the family. To 

make matters worse, I had no capital to 

invest in my business.  

Picture 20: Habiba in her shop in Majengo 

village 

Picture 21: Delfina and her daughter Musa selling 

bananas in Mto wa mbu 
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However, when I heard about the WOGE project, I joined the Aminifu womens’ group. We 

received TSH 500, 000 from WOGE, which we used as a capital to invest in our businesses 

and we would pay back with interest to the group. I borrowed TSH 38,000 which I invested in 

selling ripe bananas in Mtu wa mbu trading centre.  I pay back riba (interest) of TSH 6000 per 

months. From my business, I managed to save TSH 90,000 per season. We have learnt how 

to manage our finances and pay back loans. I have been able to pay for my medical 

treatment for asthma, I have educated my grandchildren.  I have also managed to enroll 

Christina Jeremiah musa one of my daughters to do business with me; she is now able to 

look after her family and pay fees for her children. Our livelihoods as a family have improved 

since we joined WOGE. We thank God for WOGE project.  

 

 

3.3 Stories of change from Kenya 

 

Rose Ileri improved her livelihood through WOGE 

I am called Rose Ileri from Msumarini village in Kilifi 

South County, Kenya. I am 33 years old married with 

three children. I belong to the Ngoloko Young 

mothers group under WOGE. Before joining WOGE, I 

had no skills in any income generating activities and 

had no job. I depended on my husband for survival 

and that was always a source of conflict because of 

too many demands made to him. My husband always 

found it hard to love me because he wanted me to 

work like other women.  In short, I was not fully loved 

or appreciated by him, because I had no job/income 

generating activity. Additionally, my children never 

had the best as I would have wanted; this too was a 

cause of pain for me.  

 

But when I joined Ngoloko young mothers group, I received training on making Tie and dye, 

poultry and farming goats for meat. The training was provided by WOGE. Having acquired 

this knowledge, I am now known in the community as a peer educator. Using the savings 

from the revolving fund (Merry-Go-Round), I have invested in livestock keeping which 

generates income for me. Currently I have a poultry house and it is expanding with over 35 

local chickens. The goats have also increased from 2 goats to 8 goats (see picture). I also sell 

tie and die clothing. Overall I earn KSH 7000 monthly from all my profitable IGAs.  In 

addition, as a result of the leadership skills I acquired from the training organized by WOGE, I 

was elected as the chairlady of all the Mutepeni Ward Groups. I am also the Secretary of the 

Resource Centre in WOGE Kilifi County. I can now ably participate in in decision making at 

the group level, community, and local government through WOGE empowerment.  

 

In my home, I ably contribute to family livelihood/income. I am able to pay school fees for 

my 2 children in school (a girl in standard 6 and a boy in Standard 1).  The family has access 

to adequate food, and medical care, shelter and we are living a good life and in harmony. I 

Picture 22: Rose showing off one of the tie 

and die clothes 
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am grateful to WOGE for empowering women economically, and training me in leadership, 

business managements and value addition.  

 

 

 

 

 

Evelyn empowered through trade fairs and Exhibitions, now earns big  

I am Otiro Evelyn from Wamama- Pamoja Butula sub county Busia – 

Kenya. I have been trading in liquid soap which I have been buying so 

expensively from Busia, Uganda. I still cannot believe that one can 

make 40 litres of soap from very few materials. All my days of being 

cheated are over since I now possess the skill to produce the soap on 

my own. I am now a distributor to other women who trade in liquid 

soap. I am so grateful to EASSI for the training from which positive 

change has occurred to my life. I also attended the PEWOSA 

exhibition. The exhibition opened my eyes and ears especially when it 

comes to issues of branding and packaging of products, I have learnt 

that branding and packaging are very essential if one wants to attract 

customers to buy products and that if not done well, customers may not even want to look 

at your products. I now have very well packaged liquid soap and I produce in bulk. Through 

the trade fair, I was able to get many contacts and business cards which have given me many 

business opportunities. My life has changed as my incomes have improved greatly through 

WOGE.  

 

Her business skills were improved for better  

I am Henrietta Shulusia from Nambale wamama pamoja 

group (Kenya), I am a retired teacher and I ventured into 

operating a school business but due to poor 

management, the school collapsed in 2013. I then started 

living a miserable life because I had to only depend on 

my salary which was not enough to support my family 

needs.  

I had nothing in my mind like joining groups and 

working together with fellow women, but thanks to 

EASSI’s WOGE project that came on board and rescued 

my life and family. 

 

I was among the first people to join WOGE project. 

Together with other women, we were trained in record keeping, leadership; entrepreneurship 

and life skills.  We have become successful in business as a result; now I am doing business 

across the border, I buy goods (beans, maize, sorghum, ground nuts) from Uganda and take 

to Kaka mega Kenya. The business has grown, it’s now big. I have also picked up the school 

that had collapsed. I have already started building classrooms from nursery, primary to 

senior four and now in the process of marketing the school. I am very grateful to EASSI for 

the skills attained from WOGE, as my life will never be the same again. 

Picture 24: Henrietta Shulusia 

Picture 23: Evelyn 

Wamama 
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Amkeni women group grows their dairy cattle business to improve livelihoods  

The Amkeni women group is located in 

Mwembedifiri village, Vipingo VC in 

Kilifi County, Kenya. The group was 

formed in 2006 in order to get access 

to the Uwezo women Development 

fund provided by government of 

Kenya. Women in Kilifi were so 

marginalized especially by their male 

partners and traditional cultures that 

suppressed the power of women to 

become empowered both economically 

and academically. The Uwezo funds 

were accessed and distributed to 

individual members to invest and pay back. The group borrowed KSH100, 000 and 

distributed amongst its 20 members by then.  

 

However, the proceeds from the investment made using the Uwezo funds were inadequate 

and affected by market failures, where members would fail to make any sells in their 

respective business and thus delay to pay the mandatory interest to the group.  As narrated 

by the chairperson, “When WOGE project came in 2013, it was like rain in the desert, and we 

decided to apply for the support through DSW.  WOGE project gave us 3 cows (i.e. 2 female 

and 1 male calf). In addition, WOGE gave our group start up kits, for example, liquid for 

cleaning teats of the cow, salt, cow maize, medicines, spray pump, 2 pans for boiling milk, 2 

buckets for milking, 2 filters, funnels, and plastic drum for feeding. The overall estimated 

value of the start-up kit was KSh260, 000-226,000 including the cost of the cows.  

 

We have benefited from the dairy cows as they have multiplied; we have been getting 

approximately 16 litres of milk per day (i.e. 8 litres of milk in the morning and 8 litres in the 

afternoon) for the first five months. Each litre is sold at KSH 50, thus generating KSH 800 per 

day or KSH 24000 per month.” This increased income has supplemented the income earned 

by women in their other projects. Women are able to take care of themselves and their 

families without any challenges. There has been a vast improvement in the Dairy project as a 

result of the knowledge and kits supplied by WOGE.  

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 25: Women of the Amkenig group 
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3.4 Stories of change from Ethiopia 

 

Genet Alemseged, from a hopeless life, to a hopeful and healthy life 

My name is Genet Alemseged, from 

Debrezeit, and I am a single mother. I was at 

the edge of death before i joined WOGE 

project. I fell ill for one month and I had lost 

hope of ever surviving death.  I am living with 

HIV/AIDS, and before I joined WOGE I 

contemplated suicide but only for my son, I 

decided to hang one.  I had no money for 

food and drugs. I had to enrol my son as a 

total orphan so he could get education; this 

was one painful thing to do. In 2013, I joined the Waste management group in Debrezeit 

after being recommended by the District officials who knew my story. Under this group, I 

started working with the women, learning several business and life skills. Among the skills I 

learnt was business plan preparation, business management and communication skills. 

Today through the group business, I earn 8000 ETB per month. I am able to pay fees for my 

son in a good school, my health is rejuvenated, I have built a home in the town of Debrezeit, 

and above all, I no longer live in fear of dying soon. I now know I will live longer and enjoy 

my life. I thank WOGE for supporting our group.  

 

Ayleche Abera improves her livelihood through the group enterprise 

My name is Ayleche Abera from 

Debrazeit, Kebele 05. I used to be a 

house wife, with no source of income 

for my family. I always felt bad when 

my family needs were not met by the 

little money my husband earned- about 

ETB 1500. We always struggled to get 

good food, clothing, and education for 

children and health care services.  I was 

always powerless to help my family 

until when I joined the Restaurant 

group business in 2013.  In the group, 

we were taught how to write business plans, analysing costs, marketing and caring for 

customers, as well as leadership and communication. This training enabled me to be a good 

leader and I was elected the leader of the group. The hotel business has grown and we now 

have an average of 60 clients per day, bringing us revenue of ETB 5500 per day. Today, I have 

Picture 26: Genet in her well-furnished home in 

Debrazeit, Kebele 08 

Picture 27: Ayleche in the Restaurant of the Group in 

Debrezeit 
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Picture 28: Tesfaye operating the washing machine 

Picture 29: Bwire Andrew 

managed to set up a poultry business in addition to the restaurant group business. My 

income today is ETB 2000, much higher than what my husband earns. I support the family in 

all the household needs. My children are in good schools, and my husband is a lot happier 

and more committed to me. I plan to expand my poultry business from 200 to 400 birds. I 

have sold the 200 birds to acquire a new improved breed that grows in three months. I am 

indebted to WOGE for the support! 

 

I sponsored my husband for further education through her success with WOGE 

I am called Yesharege Tesfaye from 

Debrezeit, Kebele 05 and I am a member 

of the “Hujina Bola” WOGE business 

project” (It means tomorrow is better). 

Before I joined this group, I had no idea 

about savings or business. I stayed with 

my husband and children and had no 

income. We always had shortage of food 

and clothing and other basic needs. The 

children went to the cheapest schools. In 

2013, we came together as women and 

started saving a small amount of ETB 2.25 per week each. The savings were increased and we 

went to the Women’s office in debrezeit where we were connected to WOGE. Under WOGE, 

we were taught how to save and invest; we were empowered with business planning skills, 

business development, competitive bidding and leadership. We formed the Dry cleaning 

services enterprise and started getting tenders with different public institutions.  With the 

help of WOGE skills we won a competitive tender for dry cleaning services for Bishoftu 

hospital in Debrezeit. We have three laundry machines that we use to execute this contract. I 

now get a monthly salary of ETB 1100. I am able to provide all my family needs including 

paying school fees for our children in better schools. I contribute all my social saving 

commitments, which means a lot for me since I used to earn little money. I have been able to 

build a house for my family. I have managed to sponsor my husband to complete a 

bachelor’s degree in Engineering for the last three years. I plan to open up my own laundry 

shop in the coming months.  

 

 

3.5 Stories of change from the Men Engage Project 

 

GBV Perpetrator turned anti-GBV Champion 

I am Bwire Andrew, a resident of Bulekya Village, Masinya Sub-

county Busia district, Uganda. In Bulekya village, GBV was very 

rampart, fueled by the men who were drunkards. Children were 

neglected and abandoned, rape and defilement were common. 

Personally, I used to drink till midnight and on returning home I 

would fight with my wife and I didn’t care about my children. My 

wife left me five years ago, and I suffered together with children. 

However, when EASSI through WOGE introduced the men engage 

project, the situation improved. I am one of the 90 Male 
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champions trained by EASSI to fight GBV. This changed my attitude towards women and I 

had to be a role model as a male champion. I stopped alcohol abuse, I started caring for my 

children, and I got a new wife and we started planning together. I don’t fight anymore; fellow 

men that were mistreating their wives have changed because of my example. We counsel 

many women and men who come with problems related to GBV and give them advice on 

how settle their disputes. The creation of referral pathways for GBV victims and community 

bye-laws has greatly eased the fight against the vice. Community members, particularly the 

women know where to get help and the community bye-laws have helped to bring the GBV 

perpetrators to book and now, there is peace in my home and my community because of 

EASSI’s efforts.’’ 

 

Gerald a former SGBV perpetrator turned into a Male champion  

I am Gerald Ssenkumba from Kyotera Sub County in Rakai. I used 

to beat my wife, fail to provide for the family because I had no 

idea that the law did not permit such behaviour. I thought that 

under the Kiganda culture a man can do whatever he wants. 

However, when the Men engage project came, I was educated on 

women rights and the need to have happy families. WOGE gave 

us a responsibility to teach other men about GBV and its 

consequences. We have been moving in different villages 

teaching communities about GBV and the laws applicable. 

Women are now empowered to claim for their rights, while men 

have realised that GBV is wrong and punishable.  

 

We worked with communities and they were transformed for 

example one woman from Kamwanyi village in Kyotera with two 

boys aged 10 and 11, used to send them to the markets and towns to vend tomatoes and 

onions instead of being in school, however through our education programmes, she stopped 

and the children are all back in school. Through the sensitisation programmes by men, one 

of the aspects was about child labour. In fact a by-law on child labour was developed in 

some areas.  

 

Gender Based Violence reduced in Rakai District 

I am Kayondo Marx, the speaker of Kakuuto Sub 

County in Rakai district, also the chairperson of the 

Men- engage project. Before WOGE introduced the 

Men- engage, GBV cases were very rampant in the 

sub county. We had on average five women daily 

reporting cases to the police and the gender officer. 

However, when the Men-engage project was 

introduced, men were used as male champions to 

educate other men and communities against the 

dangers of GBV.  Men were taught their roles and 

functions in the homes, their obligations and the 

rights of those under their care.  Further to this, men 

were facilitated to use Mobile trucks as education 

Picture 30 Gerald 

Ssenkumba 

Picture 31: Marx with other members of the 

Men engage project and some of the 

women clients in Kakuuto SC 
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platforms in markets and busy places. We further participated in exchange visits and sports 

galas organised with an intention of passing our message on GBV. Men also participated in 

the drafting of by-laws on GBV with the sub county administration.  We had targeted to have 

all the seven parishes have by –laws developed, however the project ended before we could 

finsih.  As a result, men changed their attitudes and practices towards women. Child violence 

and labour were reduced. The number of cases of GBV reduced to almost 1 per day. 

However, the project was for one year, it ended when we still needed it. In November 2015 

our district wrote to EASSI requesting that a similar project be re-introduced in the future. 

Otherwise, we are thankful to EASSI and WOGE for opening the eyes of men in Kakuuto Sub-

county.  
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4. Lessons Learnt from the WOGE Design and implementation 

 

4.1 Bottom-up approach to development is critical for poverty reduction 

WOGE adopted a bottom up approach where women and girls decided on what projects 

they needed to improve their livelihoods through rural participatory approach. The process 

ensured that practical and relevant enterprises were designed and supported matching the 

resources and groups dynamics in place. This ensured that women priority needs were 

addressed, groups improved incomes and livelihoods thus reducing poverty.  

 

4.2 The peer education Model offers wider coverage and ensures sustainability 

The WOGE peer 

education model ensured 

that over 6,000 women 

and girls were trained 

with minimal resources, 

through the 440 peer 

educators. The peer 

educators were equipped 

with knowledge and skills 

in leadership skills to 

effectively manage their 

groups, life planning skills 

for effective decision making, creative thinking, communication, problem solving and conflict 

management. They were further trained with the aid of the simplified Do-it-Yourself guides 

which were translated into local languages. The peer trainers built the knowledge and skills 

of their groups and enabled them to steer capacity building efforts. The approach targeted 

groups, rather than individuals and this ensure a wide reach.  All trainings and technical 

assistance offered were derived by targeting group’s interests and needs for economic self-

reliance. The availability of peer educators among the groups after the project end, is a big 

advantage for continued capacity development in the groups and communities.  

 

 

4.3 Local government Partnerships are very critical for sustainability  

From the out-set, WOGE involved DLG 

officials in the planning and 

implementation of activities. All WOGE 

groups have been formed at lower levels, 

and closely monitored by the sub county 

authorities, including CDOs of 

implementing sub counties. This has 

provided synergies and a constructive 

community response characterized by 

formation of the WOGE project follow up 

committees-whose patron is the sitting 

CDO of the respective sub county. 
Picture 33EASSi staff with DLG officials from 

Busia: 

Picture 32: Peer educators training in Kampala 2014 
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This has ensured that even after the WOGE project, the groups will have supervision from the 

DLGs. The fact that they are registered by the LGs, with a steering committee comprising of 

LG members, means they are fully owned up. In some districts like Kilifi, the groups pay 

annual renewal of registration fees to the LG. In some districts the women groups have been 

integrated in district activities and workshops to further build their capacity; i.e in Debrezeit, 

women groups were invited for a workshop titled: “The role of Media in women and Girls 

Empowerment “in 2014.  

 

4.4 Strategic Partnerships are essential for optimization of resources 

Without the experiences, strategic location and regional reach of the WOGE partners; the 

budget used would never have achieved the notable impacts in the four countries today. The 

partnership between EASSI and DSW was hinged on the successes of both institutions in 

preceding work. EASSI anchored WOGE on its experiences with women groups and cross 

border trade engagements, while DSW drew from its work with the youth. DSW’s country 

presence in Tanzania, Kenya and Ethiopia, made the Project more efficient in utilization of 

resources through country teams and use of locally based facilities at the DSW offices. As 

such, WOGE project has had phenomenal successful. Such partnerships should be pursued 

further with future programming, to further enhance the reach of both organizations.  

 

4.5 The WOGE approach is a good practice that can be replicated 

The WOGE project cycle and appraisal process is an eye-catching idea that passes as a good 

practise for similar work in development. It is an efficient and classic approach that 

holistically builds women’s capacity through groups, empowers them with planning and 

business skills, follows them up to ensure proper business operations as shown in below 

figure.  

 
Figure 8: WOGE Model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This model ensures that group members participate in the selection of enterprises that are 

relevant in their conditions based on the PRA exercise. Training and capacity building is done 

in the particular enterprises, groups prepare business plans of their enterprises, which are 

reviewed and approved by the steering committee (the committee has representatives from 

the district, WOGE and any other co-opted experts in the business line selected). Upon 

approval of the plan, it is implemented and monitoring is done by the committee to ensure 

proper implementation and management of the business. In Mto wa mbu - Monduli, the six 

WOGE groups have become model groups from which other groups in the areas go for 
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benchmarking and learning. The WOGE annual report 2014 notes that the WOGE 

implementation strategy has been adopted by development partners like Mifumi, World 

Vision and Plan international Uganda with a key philosophy that Women’s economic 

empowerment is central to achieving gender equality.  

 

4.6 Joint group work activities are powerful for resource optimisation  

From the evaluation, it was noted that Joint group synergies at production and marketing 

level help to minimise costs and underpin benefits of economies of scale in production and 

marketing.  For example in kabale district, Rubaya Mushroom growers and Bulanga Bakyala 

Tukole groups had joint Group crop farming and livestock enterprises; this reduced 

operational costs, while promoting large scale farming that eases mechanisation. During 

marketing, they pool resources to hire one car for transporting their products to the markets. 

As such Bulanga Bakyala Tukole has been successful as reflected in the livelihoods of the 

members. The various cross border trade associations and other groupings, are potential 

units for collective efforts to boost production and marketing, notwithstanding the collective 

voices and advocacy potential for such groups.  

 

4.7 Community participation is essential for Women empowerment initiatives  

The WOGE project particularly focused on community participation and creation of an 

enabling business environment within the local context. The groups mobilized, basing on a 

common interest and geographic proximity for cohesion and collaboration. This ensured 

maximum participation by all community members who formed the groups. Also Active 

involvement of women and girls is beneficial in poverty reduction. The women, as the 

beneficiaries were involved from the onset. This proved beneficial because it enhanced 

ownership of the project and steered the project to success. Groups were formed at 

community level where the local community governance (Parish Committees) brought 

together representatives from villages that select women and girls and help them form 

women and girls groups at villages. Involvement of community leaders was a critical aspect 

that ensured ownership and acceptability of the WOGE interventions.  

 

 

4.8 Local capacity development is key for Continuity and sustainability 

The model of empowering women through 

trainings and provision of start-up capital/in-

kind support, empowered majority of the groups 

to continue operations in the long run; more to 

this, groups were linked to local suppliers of raw 

materials and local trainers. The peer educators 

among women are important agents of 

continued capacity development. Women and 

girls had their capacity to add value, produce 

quality and standard products enhanced, 

through the linkages to National standardisation 

bodies. They were linked to local agents of 

supplies, buyers and financiers to ensure they 

have continued support both from below and 

Picture 34: EASSI ED, hands over ODI making 

machines to women in Busia 
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“If you don’t involve men, they become enemies. They 

think that you are planning bad things for them. But if 

you involve them and try to show them that this is the 

community’s problem, this is the society’s problem; they 

see that it has to be solved by all members of the society”  

 

Noah Basalirwa-Male Champion  

 

 

above their production lines.  Picture 34 above shows the EASSI Executive director supplying 

an ODI making machine to one of the groups in Busia.  

 

 

4.9 The men engage project was a good practice 

The Men engage project, which used male champions to educate communities about gender 

based violence, was a success, 

but only a one year project in 

Uganda. From the various 

discussions with Rakai and 

Kabale district officials, the 

project helped in reducing the 

incidence of GVB in the areas 

where it was implemented. The 

male champions were very 

instrumental in influencing their fellow men to abandon practices like child neglect, domestic 

violence and child labour. The involvement of men, inadvertently improved the confidence of 

women, who previously had failed to convince their husbands that the project was good and 

worthy the time. Economically marginalized men viewed themselves as being excluded from 

economic empowerment groups while their wives participated. Their reaction, at first was 

negative. However, when brought on board, they became supportive of the women 

 


